A call for screening for benign neutropenia in Arab populations

To the Editor

I have read with interest the article by Denic and Nicholls' regarding the screening of benign neutropenia in Arab populations. Benign neutropenia (BN) in children is characterized by the presence of a circulating neutrophils total number (absolute count) below 1.5 x 10⁹/L, for over a 6 month period. The diagnosis is established when the laboratorian changes occur during the first 2 years of life, without previous history of serious infections, nor neutrophils morphological changes, nor hypocellular bone marrow examination. The cellularity is normal or increased and a neutrophil maturation arrest at some phase can be observed. Generally, the whole process is solved by the age of 4 years.2 Though, no studies on BN in the pediatric population in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are yet available, I presume that its magnitude is substantial. This is indirectly evident from the data in Figure 1 in Denic and Nicholls’ study1 where the prevalence of BN in the age group 12-14 years is higher than that in Caucasian and African ethnic groups. It seems worthy to call for screening of the pediatric population in the UAE for BN. Checking blood samples for absolute neutrophil count at the time of vaccination visits looks a suitable option. Moreover, increasing clinicians’ alertness including pediatricians, to BN and its eventual resolution are of utmost importance.
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Reply from the Author

In the UAE, pediatricians indeed report that BN is common in children, although its true prevalence is unknown. Unfortunately, in our study, the number of children with BN was too small to permit our drawing of any firm conclusions.3 Nonetheless, a high prevalence of BN in children is to be expected in any population with a high prevalence in adults, as the trait is inherited autosomally and dominantly. We agree with Prof. Al-Mendalawi that additional studies and increased physician awareness of BN are both needed in this part of the world.
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